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Abstract—Due to the advancement of elec

desire for high torque density electric mo
applications is steadily increasing. It is advan
such a motor with little or no rare earth perma
material due to the associated environmen
economic challenges with its extraction and 
paper explores a novel synchronous reluctance
with fractional slot concentrated windings
alternative to PM, induction machine (IM
reluctance (SRM) traction motors. The im
fractional slot concentrated windings to RSMs
the outline of the design options for such a ma
Scaling of the fractional slot wound synchr
motor is also briefly discussed, in order to real
synchronous reluctance machine for future trac
A finite element analysis comparison be
conventional synchronous reluctance with the p
also presented.  
 

Index Terms— Electric vehicles, Fractional 
windings, synchronous reluctance, traction mot
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
YNCHRONOUS reluctance machin
synchronous motors that develop only a 

and were first introduced by Kostko [1] 
demand for pure (PEV) and hybrid HEV) 
increases, the challenge to design and manufa
density, wide speed range electric motors for 
applications is highlighted. Permanent 
brushless-DC motors, such as the interior (I
(SPM) permanent magnet types of machine h
explored, such as those in [2-4]. Induction m
also been considered [5,6] and a recent resurg
reluctance (SRM) technology is being invest
traction applications. The RSM on the other
alternative and the permanent-magnet assist
RSM) has raised some interest in this area [7
reluctance RSMs have been neglected due to 
factor. The considered PMA-RSMs, and 
reluctance torque RSMs, have in the literature
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ction applications. 
etween IM and 
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nes are AC 
reluctance torque 
in 1923. As the 
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acture high torque 
these demanding 
magnet based 

IPM) and surface 
have been heavily 
motor drives have 
gence in switched 
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r hand is another 
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7]. However, pure 
their poor power 
indeed the pure 
e consisted solely 

are with the Power 
hool of Electrical and 
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of polyphase distributed wound st
machines and SRM drives typica
concentrated windings due to their 
Many PM machine designs have be
one IM being presented [14] and SR
winding type as a fundamental asp
topology [15], but have also been k
pitched windings. To the authors’ k
RSM with fractional slot concentra
been presented in the literature. The
the concept of a fractional s
synchronous reluctance machine (cR
a conventional synchronous reluct
modern traction drives, for appli
automotive, factoring in the ra
engineering industry faces, reluctan
for the future of transportation. A
RSMs in order to synthesize a 
suitable for such applications, is 
research. 

II. ADVANTAGES O

There are various inherent advant
slot concentrated windings in 
machines, regarding both machine 
manufacturing, this is due to the no
coils. They serve to reduce machine
m phase machine, with n coils per
phase, with electrical conductivity, σ
enclosed in a slot of area, Aslot and 
expressed; 
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Fig. 1.  Synchronous reluctance machines. P
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e authors hereby introduce 
lot concentrated wound 

RSM), illustrated alongside 
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are earth challenges the 
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Application of FSCWs’ to 

high performance cRSM 
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ave        
 

where, ave 2 , L is the active cond
coil and l is the end winding length per coil. 

A. Short End Windings 
Switched reluctance machines inherently 

windings and therefore enjoy short end wind
and circumferentially. In a distributed win
used in synchronous reluctance machines, th
rotor pole pitch if the stator winding is fu
leads to long overhanging lengths, l, of end
comprises inactive material that does not con
production but does contribute to the machin
single tooth wound coil, however, spans on
pitch, which leads to greatly reduced end
circumferentially. The average winding 
calculated [16] (where, , is the average coil 
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Where the double layer FSCW is found to 

end windings. This effectively reduces copp
facilitates a weight reduction. Another feature

tooth windings is that non-overlapping coil
windings that are shorter axially.  

The axial extent is important, as short
promote the possibility of a reduction in
increased active length. The end windings o
double layer fractional slot concentrated wind
illustrated in Fig. 2. Double layer fraction
provide the most fitting basis for a low los

 
Fig. 2.  Synchronous reluctance machines. Polyphase 
(upper) and a polyphase fractional slot concentrated wind
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ls form neat end 
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n frame size or 
of distributed and 
ding machines are 
nal slot windings 
ss, low mass and 

compact synchronous reluctance ma
of the end windings is reduced by 1
the cRSM can potentially be increa
when compared to a conventional
frame size. 

B. High Fill Factor 
With fractional slot concentrated

to achieve a fill factor of greater
improvements being made by using
segmented stator up to 85% fill fac
function of slot fill factor is pr
advantage derives from the less ran
coil, or winding the coil on the too
and fitting, as in many industrial m
factor from 30% to 60% effective
facilitated by an increase in coppe
diameter. Conventionally wound 
motors can expect a fill factor of
therefore an increase in fill factor g
is significant in reducing the loss in 
increase the torque density of the m
on this principle, with the machine
torque for a given loss when com
machine. The drawback of increase
in copper mass with increasing cop
major constraint in the given app
design the synchronous reluctance 
windings, utilizing a material with a
a higher fill factor to compens
conductivity.  

C. Increased Slot Thermal Conduc
Increasing the fill factor directly 

in the slot. Air has a low thermal 
copper used in windings obviousl
thermal conductivity Cu, as a coW·m ·K  respectively. So, by inc
effective slot thermal conductivity 
wire insulation, as a first order ap
slot thermal conductivity can be wri
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Fig. 3.  Copper loss as a function of slot fill
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r than 60%, with further 
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synchronous reluctance 
f no higher than 30-40%, 
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e exhibiting higher output 
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As is evident in Fig. 4, for an increase in sl
30% to 60%, the slot thermal conductivity do
halving the winding temperature. The cRSM
thermal advantage over the conventional mach

D. Improved Fault Tolerance 
It is well known that the most common fa

electrical machines is the phase to phase sh
Usually caused by insulation degradation betw
phases in the end winding region. With
concentrated windings, this fault is eliminate
windings, and with a greater degree of electr
double layer windings. This increases the faul
machine when compared to RSMs with overla
distributed windings of either single or double

 

E. Stator Modularity 
As fractional slot concentrated windings

tooth pitch, it is possible to segment the ma
ease of winding and construction. Large dis
machines require a labour intensive and com
procedure. The segmentation of the stator rem
and time consuming manufacturing difficul
wound individually and assembled with eas
manufacturability and achievable fill factor
reluctance machines by application of FSCW

III. ADVANTAGES OVER INDUCTION M
RSMs can be derived from induction mac

removing rotor bars and introducing salien
Around 80% of the torque can be retained fo
[18], hence the RSM is more desirable than th
torque per unit loss. Inherent advantages of 
over IM technology include; 

• Rotor synchronicity 
• No rotor conductors 

o Increased robustness  
o Lower maintenance / cos

• No rotor copper loss  
o Thermal improvements  

• Overall higher efficiency [19] 
• Higher torque density [20] 
• Lower rotor inertia 

o Faster torque dynamics 
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Thus, taking into account the a
application of fractional slot conce
RSMs inherent advantages over indu
that the cRSM has a high develop
traction motors. Its stator constructi
switched reluctance machine but is
machine. Traditionally synchrono
retain the induction machine stat
modified. The various robust rot
synchronous reluctance machines ar

IV. DISADVANTAGES

Despite the appealing advanta
associated challenges with this s
reluctance technology and frac
windings. The root cause of these d
harmonic content in the stator MM
slot-pole combinations that s
concentrated windings. The wind
concentrated (FSCW), fractional slo
integer slot distributed (ISDW) ca
number of slots/pole/phase (conside
hence forth); 
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where , is the number of stator
of pole pairs. Windings can be bot
(or even higher), the latter of the t
content due to an increase in the num
evenly distributed around the airga
split the FSCW category into Grade
based upon the following criteria [2

 Grade  , ,
 
In these windings, a machine tha

0.5 or lower, it is possible that the m
region over one pole pitch may co
tooth. Thus, it may be such that
asymmetrical, this and the discrete 
the airgap periphery manifests sig
causing parasitic effects in the mac
observed in the winding factors, wh

of slot fill factor. 

Fig. 5. Synchronous reluctance machine c
pole, transversely laminated. (b) Axiall
transversely laminated. [31] 

advantages introduced by 
entrated windings and the 
uction machines, it appears 
pment potential for future 
ion is similar to that of the 
s a true AC rotating field 
ous reluctance machines 
or and only the rotor is 
tor construction types of 
re illustrated in Fig. 5.  
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MF and the availability of 
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harmonic of order , is calculated [21]; 
 sin sinsin  ,

sin 2 sin 6 cossin  ,
 
Where the applicable harmonics generated

are defined as; 
 6 2  , Grade I6 1 , Grade II  
 
The harmonic subordinate g, takes 0, 1, 2, 3 … etc. It is these harmonic

unwanted parasitic effects in the cRSM, a
utilizing fractional slot concentrated windings
MMF harmonics for an integer slot distribute
fractional slot concentrated winding are plott
7 respectively. 

 
The fractional slot concentrated winding 

can contain both odd and even harmonics due
waveforms, it is also possible that sub-ha
certain slot-pole combinations which rotate
angular velocity than the fundamental, contri
the iron losses in the machine. 

 
Fig. 6.  MMF harmonics of a 36 slot, 4 pole integer slot 
[30] 

 
Fig. 7.  MMF harmonics of a 6 slot, 4 pole fractiona
winding. [30] 
 

Grade I
Grade II     6  

d by the winding 
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and any machine 
s. As an example, 
ed winding and a 
ted in Figs. 6 and 

MMF waveform 
e to asymmetrical 

armonics exist in 
e with a greater 
ibuting greatly to 

A. Torque Ripple 
In electrical machines, an electro

by tangential Maxwell stresses in t
acting upon a rotor. The tangential s

     
 
The tangential  and radial  

derived from the machine MMF 
These harmonics create parasit
Maxwellian stress, leading to high 
with FSCW. The harmonic conten
synchronous reluctance machine is s
to higher torque quality. This tor
increased acoustic noise and vibrat
This issue must therefore be addr
develop the cRSM. The torque of 
machine is calculated in the power in

 em
 
This d-q theory becomes less acc

concentrated windings are cons
fundamental assumptions of d-q
distributed windings and no (or v
content, as exhibited by the conventi

 

B. Increased Iron Loss 
Due to the increased magnetic 

airgap and the machine magnetic
approximated by the Steinmetz eq
harmonics) will be higher when com
conventional synchronous reluctanc

 

Fe 6 FeFe Fe
Eddy Loss

Fe 100Hyste
 
Both hysteresis and eddy current

to increase in the cRSM. Where, Fe
lamination conductivity, mass den
material hysteresis constant.  a
components of the tangential an
densities in the iron. To minimise b
consideration of the lamination m
required, but the stacking factor 
account as to not reduce the flux 
core, decreasing performance. 

distributed winding.

al slot concentrated

omagnetic torque is caused 
the airgap of the machine 
tress is calculated as; 

8  

fields contain harmonics, 
and permeance functions. 
ic perturbations in the 
torque ripple in the cRSM 

nt in a distributed winding 
significantly lower, leading 
rque ripple also leads to 
tion, which is undesirable. 
ressed in order to further 
a synchronous reluctance 

nvariant d-q frame by;     9  

curate when fractional slot 
sidered, as one of the 
q theory, is sinusoidal 

very low) space harmonic 
ional RSM. 

harmonic content in the 
c circuit, the iron losses, 
quation (accounting for all 
mpared to the iron loss of a 
e machine.  
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nsity, mass, thickness and 
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C. Decreased Power Factor 
In synchronous reluctance machines the sa

the machine effectively determines the maxim
of the machine. This saliency ratio is derive
theory and is defined as;     11  

 
Where Ld and Lq are the direct and 

inductances respectively. For modern synchr
machines with a transversely laminated roto
of greater than 5 are common [22] and som
have been recorded. Generally for a dist
synchronous reluctance machine, the power 
0.7 to 0.8. The maximum power factor can
approximated as; 

 cos max 11    12  

 
The higher the saliency ratio, the higher t

However, the d- and q-axis inductances c
leakage inductance term Lsσ and the pur
components, Lmd and Lmq respectively. 
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In the cRSM, the extra leakage flux cause

field harmonics increases the stator leak
effectively reducing the saliency ratio, ha
impact of the power factor of the machine. A
value of  is in fact , so the sm
magnetizing component (which is the aim) th
has a more pronounced effect. 

 

D. Applicable Slot-Pole Combinations 
As the d-q inductances are of great im

synchronous reluctance machine, it is imp
maximised and Lq is minimised. There is 
consideration required, most synchronous relu
in the literature are of 2 type. This is due
expressions for the d-q magnetizing inductanc

 6 eff     14
 eff is the effective airgap length and N i

series turns per phase. Equation (14) 
magnetizing inductance is proportional to the
pole pairs for constant rotor pole pitch 
maximum torque production and high power 
number is required to be selected. In order 
windings to be applicable, q ≤ 0.5 and thus 
pole combinations are presented in Table 1.  

liency ratio ‘ζ’ of 
mum power factor 
ed from d-q axis 

quadrature axis 
ronous reluctance 
or, saliency ratios 
me as high as 10 
tributed winding 
factor is around 

n be shown to be 

the power factor. 
ontain the stator 
rely magnetizing 

ed by the air gap 
kage inductance, 
aving a negative 
Also, the limiting 

maller the q-axis 
he higher leakage 

mportance in the 
ortant that Ld is 
however another 
uctance machines 
e to a detail in the 
ces [23]; 

4  

is the number of 
shows that the 

e reciprocal of the 
. Therefore, for 
factor a low pole 
for concentrated 

the available slot 

 
For low pole numbers, the number
fractional slot concentrated wi
fundamental winding factors which
the minimum requirement for consid
lower end winding factor will limit t
to a machine with a higher fundam
evident in Table. 1 that there are m
for 8 and 10 pole machines. Ho
magnetizing inductances is to si
factor and the torque capability. 

V. DRIVE AND CONTROL 

In the two main types of reluctan
synchronous, the drive topologies 
The difference is due to the mann
operate, switched reluctance machi
machines, whilst synchronous reluc

TABLE I 
APPLICABLE SLOT-POLE COMBINATI

 Number O
Number of 
Slots (Qs) 

2 4 6 

3 0.866 0.866  
6  0.866  
9  0.617 0.866 

12  

15    
18    
21    

 
Fig. 9.  Switched reluctance motor, three
converter. 

 
Fig. 8.  Synchronous reluctance and induc
source inverter. 

r of stator teeth that allow 
indings are low, with 
 are usually considered on 
deration of a winding. The 
the torque, when compared 

mental winding factor. It is 
ore pole-slot combinations 

owever, the effect on the 
gnificantly reduce power 

CONSIDERATIONS 
nce machine, switched and 
are significantly different. 

ner in which the machines 
ines are not rotating field 
ctance machines are. This 

ONS (WINDING FACTORS) 
Of Poles (2p) 

8 10 12 

0.866 0.866  
0.866 0.500  
0.945 0.945 0.866 
0.866 0.966 
0.711 0.866  
0.617 0.735 0.866 
0.538 0.650  

 

e-phase asymmetric half bridge 

ction motor, three-phase voltage 



allows the synchronous reluctance motor, both the 
conventional RSM and the cRSM, to be supplied by an off-
the-shelf voltage source inverter (VSI) (Fig. 8), as used with 
induction machines. The switched reluctance machine 
however, usually requires an asymmetric half bridge converter 
[24] (Fig. 9), which is not readily available off-the-shelf. 
Therefore there is immediate advantage of the cRSM over the 
SRM in terms of the electric drive. (The authors have, 
however, recently published work that allows six-phase SRMs 
to be fed by a three phase VSI [25], and explore different 
winding configurations in order to obtain maximum 
performance [26].) 

 
The converter VA requirement of a VSI for synchronous 

reluctance machines is obviously greater than that for an 
equivalent size induction machine, due to their lower power 
factor. It is expected that the converter for a cRSM is greater 
again, due to their low power factor. This is an issue that is 
required to be investigated, however, with the fall in cost of 
power electronic devices, this issue is becoming incrementally 
diminished. 

 
Control of synchronous reluctance machines is achieved in 

the same manner as that of induction motors, where closed 
loop vector [27] and direct torque [28] control can be used. A 
simple shaft encoder can provide position feedback, or 
sensorless control can be also achieved [29].  

VI. MACHINE DESIGN AND SCALING 
From the advantages and disadvantages outlined, it is 

possible to view the cRSM as a machine with high potential, 
but with associated challenges. Those discussed have been 
mainly of an electrical nature, whereas for electrical machine 
design, a multidisciplinary approach must be taken.  

 
In any synchronous reluctance machine, mechanical design 

is important, both from a manufacturing and a structural 
perspective. The number of rotor poles directly determines the 
minimum stator and rotor yoke depths ty, with higher pole 
numbers minimising the volume of iron in the machine, 
allowing increased space for windings or, by increasing ty 
above minimum to increase the machines magnetic overload 
capability. 

 airgapyoke 4     15  

 
Increasing the number of poles would also increase the 

available slot-pole combinations such that it enables choice of 
a higher stator tooth number, and by (2), the end winding 
length reduced further. However, the shape or aspect ratio 
must be considered in order to maximise the potential 
advantages of fractional slot concentrated windings, in 
particular their short end windings. A machines aspect ratio 
can be defined; A.R.     16  

 
A large aspect ratio suggests the machine is a long 

cylindrical machine and a small ratio suggests a pancake type 
machine. It is immediately evident that machines with small 
aspect ratios have greater benefit of short end windings. This 
type of machine may also be applicable for higher pole 
numbers as the rotor pole pitch , is calculated; 

 2     17  

 
Plugging into (12), the magnetizing inductance becomes; 
 3 eff     18  

 
Where, as we increase the outer diameter in order to 

decrease the aspect ratio, the magnetizing inductance 
increases. Thus migration to higher pole numbers may be 
possible, maximising the potential of the cRSM.  

VII. EXAMPLE CRSM PERFORMANCE 
Finite element analysis of an induction machine, a 

conventional synchronous reluctance machine and a novel 
synchronous reluctance machine with non-overlapping 
fractional slot concentrated windings is now presented. End 
winding losses are taken into account and all machines are 
operated at the same base speed with three phase balanced 
currents for the same machine total loss of 340W.  All 
machines have identical stator and rotor outer diameters and 
stack lengths. The modelled machine are illustrated in Fig. 1 
(Reluctance machines) and Fig. 10. (Induction machine). 

TABLE 2 
MACHINE COMPARISON I 

 Machine 
Parameter IM RSM cRSM 
Rotor core mass (kg) 4.98 4.03 4.03 
Rotor bar mass (kg) 0.52 0 0 
Rotor end ring mass (kg) 0.12 0 0 
Stator core mass (kg) 8.88 8.88 8.39 
Stator winding mass (kg) 3.33 3.33 3.15 
TOTAL MASS (kg) 17.83 16.24 15.57 
Loss - Stator Winding (W) 176.5 310.0 296.0 
Loss - Rotor cage (W) 140.0 0 0 
Loss - Iron (W) 24.6 33.2 47.9 
TOTAL LOSS (W) 341.1 343.2 343.9 
Speed (rpm) 1425 1500 1500 
Slip (%) 5 0 0 
Current (RMS) 13.00 17.25 90 
Stator Coil Turns 12 12 12 
Number of Stator Coils 24 24 6 
Torque (Nm) 17.8 21.00 23.56 
Power (kW) 2.65 2.27 3.29 
Power Factor 0.73 0.55 0.46 
Efficiency 88.64% 90.52% 91.47% 
Fill Factor 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Stator Current Density (A/mm^2) 5.83 7.75 8.02 



Finite element results for constant fill fa
presented in Table. 2. The rotor mass of 
reluctance motors is lower, due to lack of the
conductors and thus has a lower inertia, l
torque response. The stator winding mass i
cRSM, leading to an overall weight
approximately 5%, due to short end w
reluctance machine, the lack of rotor coppe
increase in the stator current for the same m
The iron losses in the RSM and cRSM are hi
the IM, with the cRSM exhibiting the high
expected. For the same loss condition the relu
have higher torque densities, with the cRSM h
torque density. However, the power facto
reluctance machines, the cRSM has a low 
0.46, lower than that of the conventional 
expected, but greater than a typical SRM. 

 
In terms of increasing the fill factor, compa

presented in Table. 3 for the constant loss of 
of both copper and iron loss. It is evide
significantly increase the torque density o
increasing the fill factor.  An increase in fill 
to 80% provides approximately a 40% in
density and over a 3% increase in efficiency.
conductivity increases almost four-fold, so t
higher fill factor will run significantly coole
factor machine. These performance benefits 
by an 8% reduction in power factor and a 
machine weight, which are undesirable. T
decreases due to the increase in stator MMF

TABLE 3 
MACHINE COMPARISON II – CONSTANT 340W

 Parameter 

Fill 
Factor 

Torque 
(Nm) 

Power 
Factor 

Efficiency 
(%) 

Winding
Mass 
(kg) 

0.4 23.56 0.46 91.47 3.15 

0.5 26.45 0.45 92.49 3.46 
0.6 28.95 0.44 93.31 3.78 

0.7 31.32 0.43 93.83 4.09 

0.8 32.90 0.42 94.33 4.41 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Modelled induction motor, 24 stator slots and
bars. 
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